We present a semi-analytical description of the relative HD/H 2 abundance in the diffuse interstellar medium. We found three asymptotics of the relative HD/H 2 abundance for different parts of the medium and their dependence on the physical parameters, namely, number density, intensity of the ultraviolet field, cosmic ray ionization rate and metallicity. Our calculations are in a good agreement with the full network calculations using Meudon PDR code. We found that in the case of low metallicity and/or higher cosmic ray ionization rate, HD formation rate is significantly enhanced, HD/H 2 ratio increases, and the D i/HD transition occurs at a lower penetration depth of UV radiation than the H i/H 2 transition. This can explain the observed difference in the HD/H 2 abundance between the local and high-redshift measurements.
INTRODUCTION
The HD molecule is one of the most abundant molecule in the cold interstellar medium (ISM). Since HD is predominantly formed in ion-neutral reaction involved H2, it can be used as a tracer of H2. However, the numerical modelling of ISM indicates that the relative HD/H2 abundance is very sensitive to physical conditions in the medium (e.g. Le Petit et al. 2002) . Previous studies discussed that the HD/H2 abundance is sensitive to the cosmic ray ionization rate and number density (see e.g. Hartquist et al. 1978; Liszt 2003; Cirković et al. 2006; Liszt 2015) . However, its dependence on the main physical parameters is not extensively studied and is still poorly constrained observationally.
The only available to date method to directly measure HD/H2 relative abundance is absorption line spectroscopy of the electronic transitions. Observations with UV space telescopes (Copernicus and FUSE) found that NHD/2NH 2 (where N is the column density in cm −2 ) measured towards bright stars in our Galaxy is significantly below the D/H isotopic ratio (Lacour et al. 2005; Snow et al. 2008) . HD and H2 absorption lines are also detected in the spectra of high-z quasars, to be associated with so-called Damped Lyman alpha systems (Wolfe et al. 2005, DLA) . Measurements of NHD/2NH 2 in DLAs are particularly valuable, since they typically probe a wide range of physical conditions. The problem is that the cold (∼ 100 K) and dense (with E-mail: s.balashev@gmail.com † E-mail: kosenkodn@yandex.ru number densities, n 100 cm −3 ) phase of ISM probed by H2/HD-bearing components in DLAs has a small cross section, and therefore the fraction of H2/HD-bearing DLAs is small, ∼ 4 per cent (Balashev & Noterdaeme 2018 ). Therefore, since the first detection of HD at high redshifts (Varshalovich et al. 2001) , only 11 H2/HD-bearing DLAs have been detected so far (at z > 2, Noterdaeme et al. 2008 Noterdaeme et al. , 2010 Ivanchik et al. 2010; Balashev et al. 2010; Tumlinson et al. 2010; Klimenko et al. 2015; Ivanchik et al. 2015; Klimenko et al. 2016; Balashev et al. 2017; Noterdaeme et al. 2017; Kosenko & Balashev 2018; Rawlins et al. 2018) . Already available measurements indicate that NHD/2NH 2 at high redshifts is typically higher than those in our Galaxy Tumlinson et al. 2010 ). However, the expected astration of deuterium is small (Dvorkin et al. 2016) and cannot solely explain the observed discrepancy.
In this paper we present a simple semi-analytical description of the relative HD/H2 abundance in diffuse ISM. We found that it is strongly varied with the physical conditions (metallicity, cosmic ray ionization rate, UV field strength and number density) in diffuse ISM. For a wide range of the physical conditions, we found that our calculations well agree with the calculations using the Meudon PDR code, which solves the full radiative transfer and chemical equation network. However, our calculations in presented formalism are much faster than Meudon PDR code, and therefore, they can be efficiently used to study the parameter space to constrain physical conditions from the observed NHD/2NH 2 abundance. We also show that HD production at low metallicity is significantly enhanced and therefore the observed discrepancy between the high-z DLAs and Milky-Way measurements of NHD/2NH 2 can be naturally explained.
SEMI-ANALYTICAL DESCRIPTION
We consider the homogeneous medium with the total hydrogen number density n tot H (in the following we will use n2 = n tot H /100 cm −3 ) and metallicity Z (relative to solar) exposed by the UV field of strength χ (in the units of Draine field, Draine 1978) and cosmic rays (with primarily ionization rate per hydrogen atom, ζp, measured in units 10 −17 s −1 ). All reaction rates in the following have little temperature dependence at characteristic values of the temperature in the diffuse ISM (50-200 K, see Balashev et al. 2017 ), therefore we fixed temperature at T = 100 K.
In the diffuse ISM, the equilibrium number density of HD molecules, nHD, is determined by a balance between the formation and destruction processes. Two main channels of the HD formation are the gas-phase reaction H2 + D + → HD + H +
(1) and the formation of HD from atomic D on the surface of dust grains. The main channel of the HD destruction is the photodestruction 1 associated with UV pumping to the excited electronic states in resonant lines of HD Lyman and Werner bands. A fraction (∼ 15 per cents, see Le Petit et al. 2002) of excited HD molecules goes back to the continuum of the ground electronic state, i.e. they dissociate. When the UV radiation penetrates into the medium, HD lines in which excitation occurs become saturated and the UV pumping rate decreases 2 , and, therefore, the photodestruction rate reduces. This is a well-known self-shielding mechanism that regulates D i/HD (and H i/H2) transitions in the ISM. It is usually specified by a self-shielding function S HD (NHD, NH 2 ) (Wolcott-Green & Haiman 2011), which shows how the photodestruction rate decreases as a function of the HD and H2 column densities (Wolcott-Green & Haiman 2011) and a Doppler parameter, b (in the following we set b = 2 km/s), relative to an unattenuated photodestruction rate χD HD . Based on PDR Meudon calculations (see Section 2.3) we adopt D HD = 3.2 × 10 −11 s −1 for the medium irradiated uniformly by the UV field with the Draine shape. Therefore under the steady state assumption and planeparallel geometry, when one side of the medium is exposed by an unattenuated UV field, we can write
where F HD (≈ 2 × 10 −9 cm 3 s −1 , Le Petit et al. 2002) is the HD chemical formation rate in reaction (1), R HD ≈ 6.3 × 10 −17 Z cm 3 s −1 is the HD formation rate on the dust grains (Le Petit et al. 2002) , τg is the optical depth attributed with attenuation of the UV field by dust. The latter can be 1 The chemical destruction related to the reverse reaction of (1) plays the role only in the central very selfshielded part the medium, where the almost all D in HD and H in H 2 . Therefore we neglect this channel. 2 There also can be an additional absorption of the UV field by dust, H 2 and H I lines expressed as a function of a total hydrogen column density: τg = σg(NH + 2NH 2 ), where σg = 1.9 × 10 21 Z cm −2 (Draine 2003) is the dust grain LW-photon absorption cross section per one hydrogen nucleon (Sternberg et al. 2014) .
In diffuse ISM, the D + abundance is mainly determined by the charge-exchange reaction
and a D + destruction due to the reaction (1). The reverse reaction to (1) is significantly suppressed by endothermicity of ∼ 460 K in the cold gas. Therefore, we get
where k and k are rates of direct and reverse reaction (3), respectively, n tot H = nH + 2nH 2 is the hydrogen number density, B = F HD /2k −1 (following the values of the rates given by Le Petit et al. 2002 , F HD ≈ 2k and, hence, B ≈ 0).
The number density of protons, n H + , can be derived from the ionization balance taking into account that it is mainly produced by the cosmic rays ionization of H and H2 and destructed by a radiative recombination (with a rate α rr ≈ 1.1 × 10 −11 s −1 , Le Petit et al. 2002 )and a neutralization by grains (with a rateα gr ≈ 1.6 × 10 −10
where k H ζ = ζp(1 + φs)10 −17 s −1 is a cosmic ray ionization rate of atomic hydrogen (the factor φs ≈ 0.67 takes into account the secondary ionization, Draine 2011), and k H 2 ζ = 0.1k H ζ is the rate of dissociation of H2 by cosmic rays, resulting in direct H + production (see Le Petit et al. 2002) . There are additional channels of H + formation and destruction that can be taken into account in equation 5. However, we found that H + production by D + and destruction by D are precisely balance each other. Also production of H + through He + , H + 2 and charge exchange reactions with O also almost compensate each other (resulting in ∼ 20 per cent corrections in the worst cases) for the ranges of the physical conditions concerned in this paper. Therefore for simplicity we did not take into account aforementioned reactions. The number density of electrons in the cold ISM is ne = n H + + n C + 3 . We assume that C + is the dominant ionization state of carbon with gas phase abundance nC/n tot H ≡ xC = 2.7 × 10 −4 Zd, where d is the depletion of the carbon, which is ≈ 0.5 at Solar metallicity and ≈ 1 at sub-Solar metallicities. The solar undepleted abundance of C is taken from Asplund et al. 2009 . For reasonable ranges of physical parameters an approximate solution of equation (5) gives
where Substituting equation (4) and (6) into equation (2) we obtain
where we introduce
where β chem 0 and β dust 0 are the values of β chem and β dust in the case of the unattenuated UV field, i.e. SHD = 1 and τg = 0, which can be written as functions of the physical conditions:
Taking into account that nD + nHD = n tot D we finally obtain:
where D/H ≡ n tot D /n tot H is D to H isotopic ratio. One can write D/H = (D/H) pr a(Z), where (D/H) pr is the primordial value of the isotopic ratio, and a(Z) is a factor of astration of D, which mainly is a function of metallicity. However, astration typically is small -for the solar metallicity a(Z ) ∼ 0.9 (Dvorkin et al. 2016). A slightly different expressions for nHD/nH 2 ratio were written by e.g. Federman et al. 1996; Le Petit et al. 2002; Liszt 2015 Following Sternberg et al. 2014 , fH 2 and NH can be expressed as the analytical functions of NH 2 and specified by dimensionless parameter α, which is the ratio of free space dissociation and formation rates of H2
where D H2 = 5.8 × 10 −11 s −1 is an unattenuated photodissociation rate of H2 in Draine UV field and R H2 = 4.4 × 10 −17 cm 3 s −1 is the formation rate of H2 on the dust grains (Sternberg et al. 2014) . Parameters β chem and β dust also depends on NH 2 and NHD. Therefore, we can use equation (12) to find NHD as a function of NH 2 . To do this we can substitute nHD/nH 2 = dNHD/dNH 2 and solve the differential equation for NHD(NH 2 ) setting a boundary condition using nH 2 and nHD values calculated in the unattenuated UV field. Figure 1 shows the calculated NHD/2NH 2 profiles as a function of NH 2 for fixed n2 = 1, ζp = 3, χ = 1 (corresponding to the typical conditions in ISM) and two different metallicities Z = 1 (left panel) and Z = 0.1 (right panel). In agreement with the previous studies (Le Petit et al. 2002; Liszt 2015) , we find that the NHD/2NH 2 ratio significantly varies with a cloud depth and strongly depends on the ISM parameters. One can see, that at low metallicity HD/2H2 ratio is significantly enhanced, and can be even higher than isotopic abundance. This naturally explains the difference between measurement of HD/H2 abundance at high z and in Milky Way (see also , Liszt 2015) . The main driver for this enhancement is that the low metallicity favours the increase of ionization fraction of H + (and hence D + ), since the lower metallicity, the less destruction rate of H + appears in the right hand side of equation (5).
Asymptotics
Analysing equation (12) we found three asymptotics of the nHD/nH 2 ratio. We note that these asymptotic values are almost the same as for the NHD/NH 2 ratio.
(i) Highly shielded region, S HD → 0 and/or τ b 1. In that case β chem 1, β dust 1 and fH 2 → 1. Therefore we get simply However, this asymptotic works only for very high column density lines of sight (see Fig. 1 ), and in practice it is hard to observe, due to either high associated extinction or high H2 column densities. Also we neglected other reactions, e.g. a destruction of H2 and HD by cosmic rays, which can hinder the full molecularization in shielded parts of the clouds, the depletion on the dust grains and deuteration of complex molecules.
(ii) Unattenuated UV field and intermediate fH 2 . For log NHD 14 we have S HD → 1 and τ b → 0 for the reasonable values of ISM parameters. Depending on the H2 molecular fraction, we obtained two asymptotic values. For an intermediate molecular fraction, fH 2 10 −4 , β chem 0 fH 2 > β dust 0 and therefore
where β chem 0 actually depends on fH 2 (see equation (10)), but for the typical ISM parameters it is close to the value for atomic hydrogen dominated region (see Fig. 1 ).
(iii) Unattenuated UV field and low fH 2 .
In the opposite case of very low H2 molecular fraction (corresponds to the very surface of the medium, where we can write fH 2 = 4/α following Sternberg et al. 2014 ) β dust 0 dominates and therefore we get
However the last asymptotic will not appear if β chem 0 1.6. Even more, it is actually not observable, since it is valid only at the unattenuated edge of the cloud, where the HD column density is very low. For the current instrumentation, a reasonable observational limit is log NHD 12.5 (see Fig. 1 ).
D i/HD transition
The processes of HD formation and destruction imply that nHD gradually increases with increasing penetration depth of UV radiation from some low value at the unattenuated edge to n tot D . Conversely, nD is decreasing from n tot D , and hence there is a transition point between D and HD, which formally can be specified as nD = nHD. Using equation (7), we can write the condition for the D i/HD transition as
For the reasonable range of ISM parameters, β chem fH 2 β dust at D i/HD transition. In other words, the chemical formation reaction (1) determines D i/HD transition and the NH 2 column density at which this transition occurs can be obtained from
Taking into account that fH 2 = 1/2 formally determines the H i/H2 transition, one can see that D i/HD transition will occur at lower penetration depth into the cloud than H i/H2 transition if β chem 0 > 2S HD e −τ tran , where τtran is the optical depth at which H i/H2 transition occurs, Bialy & Sternberg 2016 . We find that such situation is typical for low metallicities (e.g. Z ∼ 0.1, see the right panel in Fig. 1) , and it leads to NHD/2NH 2 > D/H at the penetration depths around both D i/HD and H i/H2 transitions.
Comparison with the Meudon PDR code
We used the Meudon PDR code (Le Petit et al. 2006) to check our calculation. We set a slab of the gas irradiated by the beamed radiation field (with the Drain spectrum) from one side and calculated several isochoric models with the fixed temperature T = 100 K. The base model has the metallicity Z = 0.3, cosmic ray ionization rate ζp = 3, hydrogen number density n H tot = 100 cm −3 and strength of UV field χ = 1. Then we varied independently Z, ζp, n H tot and χ with values (0.1, 0.3, 1), (0.3, 3, 30), (10, 100, 1000) and (0.1, 1, 10), respectively. To better reproduce H2 profiles calculated in Meudon we set the H2 formation rate, RH 2 = 8.0×10 −17 cm 3 s −1 . Although NHD/NH 2 significantly depends on the variation of each of these parameters, we found that our calculations are in reasonable agreement with Meudon results (see Fig. 2 ). The small discrepancy is due to difference in ionization fractions and slight difference in the HD and H2 self-shielding functions. Milky Way, z = 0 DLA systems, z > 0 primordial D/H isotopic ratio Z=0.7, ζ p =3 Z=0.1, ζ p =3 Figure 3 . HD versus H 2 column densities. The red circles and green triangles show the measurements at high redshifts (see Ivanchik et al. 2015; Kosenko & Balashev 2018 , and references therein) and in our Galaxy (Snow et al. 2008) , respectively. The green dashed and red solid lines correspond to solution of equation (12) for Z = 0.7 with ζp = 3, and Z = 0.1 with ζp = 3, respectively. Other parameters are χ = 1, n = 100 cm −3 and T = 100 K. The red filled stripe corresponds to variation of ζp in range 0.3..30. The black dotted line indicates the D/H isotopic ratio.
DISCUSSION
We showed that the HD/H2 relative abundance is sensitive to the combination of physical conditions (Z, χ, ntot and ζp), and, therefore, it can be used as a complementary way to constrain them. Fortunately, in many cases the metallicity can be well constrained using the associated metal lines. Additionally, the number density and UV flux also can be estimated for some absorption systems from associated finestructure levels of C i and rotational levels of H2 (Balashev et al. 2019 ). In Fig. 3 we qualitatively show how our calculations can explain the measured NHD/2NH 2 in different environments. For illustrative purpose, we calculate HD/H2 abundance for fixed T = 100 K, n tot H = 100 cm −3 and χ = 1. To compare with observations we used Z = 0.7 for the Milky Way and depletion, d = 0.5. One can see that the cosmic ray ionization rate ζp ∼ 3 × 10 −17 s −1 agrees well with the local HD/H2 measurements. For comparison with DLA measurements we used Z = 0.1 and d = 1. Beside the fact that lower metallicity essentially explains the higher HD/H2 relative abundance in DLAs than in Milky Way, the DLA measurements indicate much higher dispersion of NHD/2NH 2 , than local ones. This probably reflects the large dispersion of the physical conditions in DLAs. Though in Fig. 3 we show that the dispersion in DLA measurements can be reproduced using variation of ζp between 30 and 0.3 (corresponding to the red shaded region), to accurately constrain ζp we need to take into account the variation in other physical parameters. For example, we used value Z = 0.1 that is close to the mean value obtained in high-z DLAs, however the dispersion is large.
We summarize that with a detailed analysis of absorption systems (both for local and high-z DLAs) NHD/2NH 2 ratio can be efficiently used to constrain physical conditions in the diffuse ISM. Out of which the cosmic ray ionization rate (or ionization fraction) is most important, since it is hard to constrain it by other means in the diffuse ISM.
